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F451 – Text through Sound: Sensorial Pedagogy  
  
Before - bring an interesting sound object.  Perhaps, but not necessary, something that mimics the sounds from 
the book (fire, hound, river, city, traffic, etc) 
Materials - paper, pencils, copies of excerpts, ipads, copies of Garage Band, step by step and assignment 
description 
 
Opening Sound/listening Games  
Write the numbers 1-10 on a piece of paper.  Circle three, put a square around another three.   
  Each circle is a movement, each square is a sound.  Try again with two different sounds. 
Think about the first sound your remember hearing this morning.  Imagine it.   
  Describe it to your seat neighbour without telling them what it is.  
Write descriptions of a daily significant sound (share a few) 
 
Exploring sound as a way to interact with text, and our surroundings.   
Visualizing is usually imagining with sight (a distanced sense).  Can we imagining other senses? 
What possibilities of interaction with text and our lives occur when we privilege listening? 
Eg. imagine a chair.  Imagine a baby.  Imagine a waterfall.  Imagine something loud. 
(Read bottom of page 6/top of page 7) 
Can books offer us one way to slow down and engage deeper as this novel seems to suggest? The slowed and 
individual rhythm of reading.  The time that passes is effected, changed.  
Exploring our lives (including texts) through sound/listening might be one way of facilitating this level of 
observation.   
What are we missing?  What can we choose to listen to?  What is chosen for us?  How do we hear differently? 
 
Deepening listening  Focusing our listening (Schafer’s ear cleaning, Oliveros’ deep listening) 
Pass a newspaper around without making a sound - ½ group passes, the other describes (spoken, written, or 
drawn) what they hear 
Pass the newspaper around and each make a different sound.  - ½ group passes, other describes/draws 

Often we would just use “newspaper” to describe this sound...leaving out all the other possibilities. 
Labelling vs describing.  Possibilities in the later, conclusions in the former.  
Ex. grass as a green blur in f451 

Sound and tell. 
Invite you to close your eyes.  
3-4 sound objects sounded separately (hidden from view) 
Describe what you heard. (or draw) 

One sound once (Pauline Oliveros) - breath and listen, each person makes one sound once, the piece ends 
when everyone has made their sound.  Describe what you heard.  
 
---- (other possibilities) 
What sounds can we hear in this room? 
         Describe them. 
Forgotten sounds, lost sounds.   
 Which sounds have disappeared?  Are disappearing? 
 Which sounds would you wish to be preserved?  (these as “texts”) 
Have them search the book for sound descriptions -  
As we read we often visualize - this is a distance sense.  As different from body (touch, smell, taste) 
Hearing can act as a bridge between distance and embodies senses.  
But we must be careful - we don’t all hear the same way - how do the characters hear differently? 
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---- 
A sound description (an example if needed) 
A low rumbling that is distant.  It is gradually getting louder.  Building and building until the noises seem to be 
nearing the limits of hearing.  A high screech brings everything to a stop.  A soft click is followed by another 
much shorter and much quieter rumble.   
A pause…. 
Three notes chime.  Each lower than the last. 
The rumble begins again. 
 
Sound in/with text - critical sound radio plays  (All Together) 
Read a short passage four times (pages 6 - 7)  
How might we sculpt this time passing.  What changes when? 
         1 – each separately, silently 

2 – aloud (together or one person) 
3 – aloud with an added literal context/ambience (group created with sound objects) 
4 - aloud with an ambient sound of our choice (sound objects or recordings) 

 
More options 
We can add literal sounds when reading aloud a text.  Like foley artists.    

Can create a “Radio Play” version of a passage. 
Literal sounds or not, creative choices can make a big difference. 

We can add creative ambient sound to text.  
Hearing is temporal and can give (or shift) context of location, mood, implied feelings. 

We could explore how each character might hear sounds differently. 
“The seemingly innocent trajectory of sound as it moves from its source toward a listener…is a story 
imparting a great deal of information fully charged with geographic, social, psychological, and 
emotional energy.”  (Labelle, 2010, p. xvi).   
First three pages heard through Montag’s ears (fire, lighting, wind, whisper) and how Clarrise would 
hear the same sounds differently 

■ Done with voices, bodies, found sounds during MT day 
■ Done using http://bbcsfx.acropolis.org.uk/?cat=fires&q=fire 
■ Compose, edit, layer, effect, loop with soundtrap, garageband 

We could look for significant sound moments, themes, soundmarks, and sound contrasts within the text 
Hound contrasted with nature (wind, Clarisse whisper, deer at end) 
Fire, matches, torches, books burning, 

We could use sound as a bridge toward other sense.  Smell, Taste, Touch.  
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